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What’s the Difference?

Section 4(f) Chapter 26

23 CFR §774 Texas Parks & Wildlife Code

Federal Regulation State Regulation

Applies to all Federal projects Applies to all projects

Multiple Processing Options Single Processing Option

Public Notice in some 

instances

Public Hearing always required 

with specific advertising 

requirement

Documentation - ENV Approval Documentation - ENV Approval
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Section 4(f)

Exception: The property is not permanently incorporated into a transportation 

facility, or may be an improvement  or enhancement to the facility. 

De Minimis: The transportation use of the Section 4(f) property, including 

incorporation of any measure(s) to minimize harm (such as any avoidance, 

minimization, mitigation, or enhancement measures), does not adversely 

affect the activities, features, or attributes that qualify the resource for 

protection under Section 4(f). 

Programmatic: Time-saving procedural option for preparing individual Section 

4(f) evaluations for certain minor uses of Section 4(f) property. Must meet 

programmatic criteria for the appropriate nationwide programmatic Section 

4(f) evaluation.

Individual: An individual Section 4(f) evaluation must be completed when 

approving a project that requires the use of Section 4(f) property if the use 

results in a greater than de minimis impact and a programmatic Section 4(f) 

evaluation cannot be applied to the situation (23 CFR 774.3).
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Section  4(f) - Parks
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Exception

De Minimis

ProgrammaticFY 2017



Section 4(f) Exceptions - Parks

When is an Exception required?

 If a project impacts a public park, recreational land, wildlife or 

waterfowl refuge.

 Any work within a public park.

 Adjacent to a school recreational facility.

 Work within a wildlife or waterfowl refuge

* No ROW or permanent easements – change of ownership
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Section 4(f) Exceptions

There are four exceptions:

1.   Temporary Occupancy

Must meet following  conditions:

• The duration of use will be less than the time needed for construction 
of the project and there will be no change of ownership.

• The scope of the work would be minor resulting in minimal changes to 
the property.

• No significant features of the property would be adversely affected.

• The occupied segments of the property would be returned to their as-
found condition or better.

• The Official with Jurisdiction (OWJ) has agreed that the property is 
significant and that the proposed project meet all conditions above.
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Section 4(f) Exceptions

2.  Trail, Path, Bikeway, or Sidewalk

Must meet either of the following conditions:

• The trail, path, bikeway, or sidewalk is part of a local 

transportation system and functions primarily for 

transportation purposes.

• The trail, path, bikeway, or sidewalk is part of a 

transportation facility ROW and continuity of the trail, path, 

bikeway, or sidewalk is maintained.

• The OWJ over the property agrees in

writing.
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Section 4(f) Exceptions

3.  Transportation Enhancement or Mitigation Activities

Must meet the following conditions:

• The use of the property is solely for the purposes of 

preserving or enhancing an activity, feature, or attribute 

that qualifies the property for Section 4(f) protection.

• The OWJ over the property agrees in writing that the use is 

preserving or enhancing the property.
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Section 4(f) Exceptions

4.  23 U.S.C. 204 Park Road or Parkway Project

Must meet the following conditions:

• The Section 4(f) protected resource has been verified as 

falling under the Federal Lands Access Program (23 U.S.C. 

204).
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Section 4(f) Exceptions

Use within a Public Park

 Hike & Bike Trails

 Sidewalks

 Road construction – temporary easement
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Section 4(f) Exceptions
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Recreational Facilities

 School facilities such as playgrounds or athletic fields

 Public recreational facilities

 Public golf courses

 Facilities must be open to the public



Section 4(f) Exceptions
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School Facilities



Section 4(f) Exceptions
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School Facilities



Section 4(f) De Minimis
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Section 4(f) De Minimis applies when the project will not 

adversely affect the activities, features, or attributes that 

make the property eligible for Section 4(f) protection.



Section 4(f) De Minimis
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 ROW or permanent easements are required from 4(f) 

protected property

 Public notice requirement

 Owner with Jurisdiction (OWJ) concurs that the project 

will not adversely affect the activities, features, or 

attributes that make the property eligible for Section 

4(f) protection

 No threshold for the amount of ROW 



Section 4(f) Exceptions
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School Facilities



Section 4(f) De Minimis
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1 •Consult with OWJ

2 •Public Notice

3 •Concurrence Letter to OWJ

4 •Complete Checklist

5 •Submit to ENV for Approval



Section 4(f) Documentation
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 Checklist must be completed and submitted to ENV-

PDM for all Section 4(f) documentation.

 Checklist are completed by project sponsor and 

submitted to ENV-PDM for review.

 ENV-PD reviews checklist to ensure project meets 

requirements for exception or De Minimis and that all 

required documentation has been provided.



Section 4(f) Documentation
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 The  checklist must include the following attachments:

 Brief project description

 Explanation of how the property will be used

 A detailed map of the Section 4(f) property 

including:

• Current and proposed ROW

• Property boundaries

• Existing and planned facilities

 Ground-level photo of impact location

 Concurrence letter from OWJ



Section 4(f) Documentation
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Example



Section 4(f) Documentation
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Example

Describe the property and the 

how it will be used. 



Section 4(f) Documentation
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Example



Section 4(f) – Multiple Properties
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Park

School



Section 4(f) Documentation
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Section 4(f) Toolkit:

 Guidance

 Checklists

 Template Letters



Chapter 26
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 State requirement – state and federal projects

 Public Hearing is required (Chapter 26, Parks & 

Wildlife Code)

 Notice of the public hearing is required to be 

published three times (30 days, 20 days and 10 

days) before the hearing.

 Chapter 26 Checklist



Chapter 26
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Chapter 26 is triggered when there is a “use” or “take” 

from a public land designated and used as a park, 

recreation area, scientific area, wildlife refuge, or 

historic site.

Use: If the proximity of the undertaking activities 

causes the property to no longer function for its 

intended purposes.

Take: Conversion of ROW or easement to a 

transportation use – change in ownership.

Designated: Historic site



Chapter 26
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Chapter 26
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Under Section 26.002 of the Texas Parks and Wildlife 
Code when public land is proposed for taking: 

 State law requires that public hearing notices for the 
acquisition of public land be published for three 
consecutive weeks with the last publication not less 
than one week or more than two weeks before the 
hearing date. 

 When a project affects publicly protected land, a 
separate written notice must be provided to the 
owner with jurisdiction over that land. The notice 
must be sent at least 30 days before the hearing 
date. 



Chapter 26
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 Public hearing can be conducted solely for compliance 
with Chapter 26.

• Not required to follow public hearing requirements, 
but must comply with advertising requirement in 
TPWC.

• Hearing can be conducted by project sponsor.

 If conducted along with planned project public hearing, 
must follow state rules for conducting the hearing.

 Notice must describe property and reference Chapter 
26.



Chapter 26
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Chapter 26 Checklist

• Following completion of the public 

hearing, the Chapter 26 Checklist 

must be completed and submitted to 

ENV for approval.



Chapter 26
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Chapter 26 Toolkit

 Guidance
 Templates
 Links



Review
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4(f)
Chapter 

26



Review
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 Section 4(f) and Chapter 26 are two separate regulations 

with separate and distinct requirements.

 A project with a parks De Minimis and Chapter 26 impact 

will have two separate public involvement requirements.

Public Notice requirement for Section 4(f) De Minimis

Public Hearing required for Chapter 26



Review
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1. Chapter 26 without Section 4(f)?

YES.  If the project is state-funded, 4(f) would not apply.

2. Section 4(f) without Chapter 26?

YES. A project that does not result in a take or use from a 

public property may require a Section 4(f) Exception, but not 

result in a Chapter 26 impact.

3. If project has a De Minimis impact, it may not have a Chapter 26 

impact?

NO. A De Minimis impact results in a take or use of the 

property, therefore Chapter 26 would apply.
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Section 4(f) - Parks
Contact:

Michelle Lueck

TxDOT-ENV Project Delivery Manager

Michelle.Lueck@txdot.gov

(512) 416-2644


